
Stove Guard Guardian Model Introduction

“The Best Stovetop Fire Prevention System”

Designed to turn the stove OFF when you forget!

Stove Guard is available in electric stove or cook top
configurations. The gas stove version is also available.

THE NEW GUARDIAN SERIES MODEL INTRODUCTION.

Stove Guard International Ltd. (SGI) has acted on the supportive feedback received from
OT’s, the market & fire prevention experts to produce the new upgraded Stove Guard
Guardian model, currently in the prototype-testing phase, available soon.

The new “Guardian” model is a product that unites all three user selectable Stove Guard
models: Now there is one model that does it all.

The Basic Model developed to satisfy most Home user’s needs.
The Delay Model allows cognitive users to easily change sett ings, while thwarting a

“button pusher” user attempts to disable the device. (“Press & Hold” button when
changing settings.)

The Password Model version features password locking, for managed-care type
situations. Administrators can set the device to the User’s particular needs, and then
password lock it.

Stove Guard now has an Audible Alarm which notifies the user when the Stove Guard
turns the stove off (no movement for the preset time or countdown timer reach 0). This
audible alarm can be disabled.

For the Care Giver: The Guardian has added a counter cycle that will record each time
the unit turns the stove off. This feature is important to monitor the users use, to
determine how many times they forgot about their electric stove.

Stove Off Mode: The stove can be turned off with one button touch. With password
locking feature it gives possibility to the care giver to restrain stove use without the need
to move the stove and unplug the power cord.

Dimensions:
Power Box: 11” x 5.5” x 2.5”
EMU: 9.75” x 2.25” x 2.25”
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Stove Guard Guardian features:

Fail-Safe Operation Feature
Automatically disables power to the stove if the EMU control unit fails, or is unplugged.

Relay-Out Feature
Able to send a signal out, whenever Stove Guard disables the stove to an external monitoring
device; such as a Phone Dialer, Alarm system, Computer based Data gathering system and
optional audible chimes.

Power Failure Recovery Feature
After a power failure, Power to the stove is disabled until the User presses any button. Stove
Guard will remember its previous settings and the password-locked state if password model is
chosen.

Red LED’s show Stove Guard off and stove off functions.
Green LED’s shows active functions (Auto and Timer modes).
AUTO Mode: 15 minute maximum time limit setting.
TIMER Mode: Longer countdown time allows cognitive users to cook turkeys, etc. up to 7

hours.
Audible Signal will sound when Stove Guard turns the stove off, (no movement for the

preset time or countdown timer reach 0). This audible signal can be disabled.

Our Stove Guard is best because it protects the kitchen from cooking fires

The motion sensor in the Electronic Monitoring Unit continuously monitors activity in the kitchen area. If
no movement is detected while cooking, an internal adjustable timer activates. When the preset
countdown time is up, power to the electric stove is turned off. The time will automatically reset upon re-
sensing motion in the kitchen. No need to reset timers after initial installation is done.
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Unlike our competitors Stove Guard will do the following:

- Will shut off power to stove top and oven when left unattended.

- Will work with Ceramic cook tops.

- Will control the oven as well as the cooking surface.

- Will maintain regular heat on all elements. Will not reduce temperature that extends cooking
time and be the accidental cause of serious burns.

- Will not spray messy chemical fire retardant onto an open flame, no mess to clean up.

- Will turn off the stove before a fire starts eliminating property damage and clean up costs.

- Will save money! No Electrician is required to install Stove Guard on electric ranges.

- New gas model works with gas stoves. This model has a gas sensor giving an additional
protection to gas stove users. The Gas sensor is operational even if the stove is not turned on. It
provides gas leak protection should a leak occur at any time the Stove Guard is plugged in to
the 120 volt electrical outlet.


